This inequality provides a simple lower bound for | A | which is however of the wrong order if all s,, tend to 0; for in this case the difference A-auaa • ■ • ann is at least of the second order in the a", (u?¿v).
2. Some months later? I gave another estimate for | A \. Suppose that the <r" are arranged decreasingly :
then we have:
where if n is odd, the last factors to the left and to the right in (4) are resp. a^^a^^ + j^^. All other couples am¡,m¡i, sm¡, are paired together as shown in (4). Helv. vol. 10 (1937) pp. 69-96. I use this opportunity to mention the following misprints in this paper: p. 70, 1. 9, f.a., read | A^| instead of h^; p. 73, formula (13), read | A^J instead of ft^and 5ZîLi,M(i 'nstead of ^¡Li.fi**' P-^' '• ^< f.b., read 1881 instead of 1899; p. 76, the right-side product-sign in the formula (18) is to be dropped; p. 86, in the formula (11,1) read on the left sidemw,y/1 instead of y^, and on the right side M instead of 1; p. 96, 1. 7, f.b., read si/s2 instead of sz/si. This result gives not only the best order of A -an • • • a"", but is also "the best" in this sense, that both bounds can be attained for any given sets of positive an, ■ • ■ , ann and of non-negative Si, • • • , 5". Besides, for the validity of (4) it is already sufficient that a-mio-mi <l, while o-mi can be greater than 1.
3. In two recent publications G. B. Price3 and R. Oeder4 suggested a new approach to the problem in using the expressions
Price showed that (2) can be improved to the inequality
under the assumption that all aß are less than 1, while R. Oeder gives, under the assumption that all ov are less than or equal to 1, the inequality
However, the very remarkable inequalities (6) and (6') can still be improved in such a way that A -ana22 • ■ ■ a"" becomes of the second order and the /" are used together with the rM. Put This inequality is valid if we have (11) tm Ú 1, Uam < 1.
We have even, under the hypothesis (11), the following a little more general relation To obtain (8) from (10) we use (10) repeatedly in applying it with m = l, then in l^^ with m = 2, ■ ■ ■ , and so forth, k -l times and then with m=n, n-l, • • ■ , k + l.
5. On the other hand, it is obviously not at all necessary or even advisable to use (10) in such a way as to obtain at each step one of the r^ or /", since in any case the number of the a?, entering into the expressions corresponding to sm is diminished by 1 at each step; we can further combine the use of the columns with that of the rows, as soon as the sums in the columns corresponding to sm have become less than the moduli of the corresponding elements in the principal diagonal.
6. Our proof of the inequality (10) uses a very remarkable inequality valid for the elements of the inverse matrix of A, when all aß are less than 1. Put (12) A-1 -B -(A,,),
Then we have
and further (i4) *"" = ---, kl = i.
7. Proof of (13). We have for ju ^v (16) and (18) that Bv = ß", and (13) is proved.
8. Proof of (14). To prove (14) we start for a fixed /x from
and obtain by using (13) and (9) (21) a^b^ = 1 -d^t^sj)^.
(14) follows now at once.
9. Proof of (10'). We assume first that all a» are less than 1. Develop then A in the elements of the with row; we obtain, denoting the algebraic complement of a"v by A^,, (22) obviously Am-Amm is not equal to 0, since Hadamard's theorem can be certainly applied to this principal minor of A.
On the other hand we have by (12) and (13) 
A Am = ¿J &<nyO-y = tv (10') is now proved, if all o-" are less than 1.
10. It is now easy to see that (10') is also true if all o-M are less than or equal to 1. Indeed, multiply then all elements of A off the principal diagonal by t, 0<¿<1.
We obtain a determinant for which (24) has been already proved and get thus with l\l the inequality (24) and thence (10') under the assumption that all o-" are ¿1.
11. Suppose now that the hypothesis (11) is satisfied. We can then assume that in particular (25) o-m > 1, tm< I.
Let then / be such that 1 (26) tm < t < -< 1.
Cm
We multiply the mth row of A by t and divide the with column by t. We obtain a new determinant A' and denote the expressions s", o-", and tm corresponding to A' by s'M, o-¿, and t'm. We have obviously But then we can apply (10') to A' and obtain by (27) and (29):
""■ t f t \yV) ~~ ömm = "mtmSm = wmím5mí
where \8m\ ^ |o¿| ^1. The proof of (10') is now completed.
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